Fine-tuning, simulation, and God
Chapman University. PHIL398. Lecture 7. 2/23/2021.
Kelvin J. McQueen

Reading schedule

Part III: reality.
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This week (week 4): chapters 6 & 7.
Next week (week 5): chapters 8 & 9.

Discussion board (w3) feedback


Blocker 3: simulation is too difficult.









Charley, Joshua.
Daniel, Roxy, Alex, Jeremiah (+blocker 1 - we’ll all die first).
Erica
(+blocker 4 – insufficient motivation).
Miles
(+stamp 2 - sim minds differ).
Jill
(+stamp 3 - complexity of the world).
Evan
(+stamp 1 - sims won’t be conscious).

Key questions:


How can we simulate:
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the laws of physics?
the narrative consistency of our experiences?
emergent properties and group dynamics?
brain interconnectivity?
brain neuroplasticity?

1016
1014

1012
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Brain simulation: 100 billion neurons with 1000 connections
with 10 bits each (= 100 terabytes) with 100 signals per second
(flops) = 10 quadrillion (1016) flops, or 10 petaflops.

How can we simulate…


The laws of physics? The narrative consistency of our experiences?
Emergent properties? Group dynamics?
MMORPG’s already simulate classical physics approximately using physics
engines in open world environments.







Brain interconnectivity?
In 2014, the OpenWorm project mapped all the connections between the C.
elegans’ 302 neurons and simulated them in a lego robot.
The human brain project has received USD 1.239 billion to map and simulate
human brains, to reduce the need for animal experiments, study diseases, etc.






Consistency of experienced confirmation of nonclassical physics?

Brain neuroplasticity?
The learning aspects of neuroplasticity:





Deep learning algorithms are already vastly more efficient than brain plasticity (e.g.
chess engines).

The substrate dynamics of neuroplasticity:
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Synaptic strengthening, weakening, and rewiring, can be realized by memristive nanowire
networks.

Discussion board posts due 2/27


Post 1: Compare the
simulation argument for God,
with the fine-tuning argument
for God. Which is the stronger
argument for God and why?
Does that argument succeed?
If not, why not? 200-300
words.



Post 2: Provide constructive
feedback to a post on another
student’s thread. 150-250
words.
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Recap: master argument for skepticism (ch3)
(1) You can’t know you’re not in a
simulation.


Chapters 4 and 5 argues for this.

(2) If you can’t know you’re not in a
simulation, you can’t know anything
about the external world.


Chapters 6, 8, and 9 argue against this.

(3) So, you can’t know anything about
the external world.
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Bio sim

Pure sim

Recap: the simulation argument (ch. 5)
(1) At least one in a thousand nonsim
populations will each create a million
sim populations.
(2) If at least one in a thousand nonsim
populations will each create a million
sim populations, then at least 99.9% of
intelligent beings are sims.

Bio sim

(3) If at least 99.9% of intelligent beings
are sims, we are probably sims.
(4) So, we are probably sims.
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Pure sim

The simulation argument for god (ch. 7)
(1) A few top-level populations will each
create many populations.
(2) If a few top-level populations will
each create many populations, then most
intelligent beings are created.
(3) If most intelligent beings are created,
we are probably created.
(4) So, we are probably created.
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Arguments for God in history


Ontological argument for God.




Cosmological argument for God.




God has all the perfections: knowledge, goodness,
power, …and existence (an existing god is clearly
greater than a nonexistent god). So, God exists.

Everything has a cause. Therefore, the universe has a
cause. That cause must be God.

Design argument for God.


Our universe exhibits impressive design. Humans and
other animals are (like watches) amazingly wellfunctioning mechanisms. Nature is extraordinary in its
complexity. Nothing so remarkable could happen
randomly. It requires a designer.
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The fine-tuning argument for God


Given the evidence for our universe
being fine-tuned for life, it is probable that
God exists because:
(1) God (if it existed) would make a universe
fine-tuned for life likely to occur;
(2) If God did not exist, a universe fine-tuned
for life would be less likely to occur; and
(3) God is a simple entity.
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Swinburne (pdf on module)

Fine-tuned constants
Gravitational force (G)


Too weak, and planets and stars cannot
form; too strong, and stars burn up too
quickly.

Cosmological (dark energy) force


Must be close to zero and must be
perfectly balanced with the gravitational
constant. If slightly more positive, the
universe would fly apart; slightly negative,
the universe would collapse.
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The force of dark energy


1929: Edwin Hubble discovered
that the universe is expanding.



Everyone assumed it must be
slowing down (thanks to gravity).



1998: physicists tried to measure
the slowing rate, but found it was
accelerating!



Before Hubble, Einstein had
already proved this possibility:


Space, filled uniformly with energy,
would undergo accelerated
expansion.
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Einstein called it the
cosmological constant Λ,
but it was always assumed
to be zero.



Nowadays, the value is
understood to be:
Λ = 7 × 10−30 g/cm3

Evidence of cosmological inflation
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Additional fine-tuned constants


Electromagnetic force





Strong nuclear force






Description: small scale attractive and repulsive force, holds atoms
electrons and atomic nuclei together.
Fine-tuning of constant: if it were much stronger or weaker, we
wouldn’t have stable chemical bonds.
Description: small scale attractive force, holds nuclei of atoms together,
which otherwise repulse each other because of the electromagnetic
force.
Fine-tuning of constant: if it were weaker, the universe would have far
fewer stable chemical elements, eliminating several that are essential to
life.

Weak nuclear force



Description: governs radioactive decay.
Fine-tuning of constant: if it were much stronger or weaker, lifeessential stars could not form.
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Fine-tuned initial conditions


Initial conditions refer to:





The initial distribution of mass-energy.
The initial entropy of the universe.

Sir Roger Penrose (The Road to
Reality, 2004) estimates that the
odds of a life-permitting initial state
of our universe occurring by chance
alone are on the order of:
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1 in 1010^(123)
Or: 1 in: 1 followed by 10123 zeros.

The fine-tuning argument for God


Given the evidence for our universe
being fine-tuned for life, it is probable
that God exists because:
(1) God (if it existed) would make a universe
fine-tuned for life likely to occur;
(2) If God did not exist, a universe fine-tuned
for life would be less likely to occur; and
(3) God is a simple entity.
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Swinburne (pdf on module)

